Mens sana in corpore sano? Second Edition

Trekking, moving and thinking in the Atlantic Coast of Uruguay

21th, 22th and 23th July, 2017

Many theoretical ideas take shape from feelings and from aesthetic experiences in the climate of a session. They also take shape during the analysis, or in moments of insight in life. These affective traces and creative prints will eventually turn into words, metaphors, symbols and theories.

The experience of getting together for a run every mornig before the first scientific activity of the day, in Boston Congress (2015), inspired our idea to combine exercise and psychoanalytic reflections. Last year we created the first “Mens Sana in Corpore Sano?” encounter in the Italians Alps. This year we would like to repeat the experience in the Atlantic Coast of Uruguay, days before the IPA Congress in Buenos Aires.

We invite colleagues to submit papers about the relation between psyche, body and intimacy. Some of the papers received will be selected to be discussed in working groups. This meeting have 0 fee!

This is the link with the video of “Mens Sana in Corpore Sano?” in Italy the last June of 2016.

For IPSO: Marco de Coppi (Italy), Angélica Lavín (Chile) Paula López (Uruguay), Davide Rosso (Italy)

For more informations, please contact Marco De Coppi: marcodecoppi@libero.it